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As the dynamics of media, marketing and communications continue to evolve, we are seeing an increasing reduction in attention spans and while visual communication was one of the most effective ways to get information across even in the past, its importance has reached new heights in this new age. With the role that this evolution coupled with the social media boom is playing with consumer behavior, it is imperative that dentistry keeps pace with media and marketing trends including effective portrayal of clinical scenarios using professional photography, as well as using videos to command a leadership position in your profession. Professional photography does not necessarily have to be overly complicated and prohibitively expensive. With a few basic principles in place, one can easily continue to improve the standards of record keeping and compelling visual communication incrementally.

This talk will introduce some basic principles and guidelines related to the subject as well as the practical application of getting over "the eye does not see what the mind does not know" phenomenon by learning how to see common errors in photographs and simple ways to avoid them. It is also important to keep in mind that with the increasing exposure to visual media, the viewers’ eyes are also becoming better trained to differentiate between exquisite and mediocre.
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